Travel Vaccinations
and Health Advice
Service
Let’s plan a safe and healthy trip
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Being well prepared before
you travel and finding out what
you can do to help yourself
stay healthy when you reach
your destination are important
steps to enjoying a happy and
healthy holiday.
That’s why we’ve included lots of information and ideas, from
vaccinations, to what to pack, and what to avoid when you’re
there in this helpful Travel Health and Advice Guide.
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Travel Vaccinations
and Health Advice Service
How can the service help me?
Our specially-trained travel health Pharmacists will provide advice and information on the
vaccinations and malaria prevention medication that’s tailored to you and your travel plans.

Do I need to book an appointment?
Booking an appointment isn’t always necessary as consultations may be available at
short notice, and your Pharmacist may be able to see you straight away – even close
to your departure date. We also offer convenient appointments to suit you, including
weekends, early mornings and evenings, depending on store opening hours*.
As a Boots Advantage Card holder, you can also collect points when you use this
service. You can check which vaccines you may need and book an appointment
online at boots.com/travelhealthservice

How does it work?

1
2
3
4

Visit your participating Boots Pharmacy, ideally 6-8 weeks before you travel, to
ensure you have time to organise any vaccinations or medicines you may need.
Your Pharmacist will ask a few short questions around when and where you are
travelling to check if any vaccinations or medications may be suggested for your trip.
If you require vaccinations or malaria prevention medication, a more detailed
consultation will then follow.
Your Pharmacist will then be able to give you all the vaccinations, medicines
and advice you need to prepare for a healthy trip abroad.

What do I need to prepare for my consultation?
To ensure your travel health advice is personalised to your trip, you’ll need to come
prepared with:
• Information about your trip (eg. destination, duration and planned activities, if known)
Use this space below to write down the destinations you’re visiting in the order you’re
visiting them, and the dates you’re there:
Destination: ........................................................dates: ........................... to: ...........................
Destination: ........................................................dates: ........................... to: ...........................
• Details of any medical conditions and/or medication you’re currently taking
• History of previous vaccinations (if known)
It’s also a good idea to wear a loose-fitting top so you can comfortably roll up your
sleeve for any vaccinations needed.
*Subject to Pharmacist availability. The service is suitable for adults and children 5 years and over.
Selected stores only
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What vaccinations are available?
The Boots Travel Vaccinations and Health Advice Service provides a full range of
travel vaccinations to protect you and your family against the following:
• Cholera

• Japanese encephalitis

• Polio

• Tick-borne encephalitis

• Diphtheria

• Measles

• Rabies

• Typhoid

• Hepatitis A

• Meningitis

• Rubella (German Measles)

• Yellow Fever

• Hepatitis B

• Mumps

• Tetanus
Plus a range of malaria prevention medication. Where appropriate, you may be given
the option to choose combined vaccinations, eg. Hepatitis A and B. Some of these
vaccinations are only available in combination with others, eg. Diphtheria, Tetanus
and Polio. Certain countries may require proof of vaccination or certificates and we
can provide these. For more information and prices, talk to your Boots Pharmacy team.

Can I get vaccinations for free?
Some travel vaccinations may be available for free on the NHS, such as:
• Cholera
• Diphtheria, Polio and Tetanus (given as a combined booster)
• Hepatitis A
• Typhoid
These vaccines are usually free, not because the diseases they protect against are the
most common or most serious, but because they are thought to represent the greatest
risk to public health if they were brought into the UK.
Check with your Doctor or Practice Nurse to find out which
travel vaccinations are available at your local surgery.

As a Boots
Advantage Card
holder, you can
also collect points
when you use
the service
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Malaria prevention
If you’re travelling to a country with a risk of malaria, it’s
important to take steps to stay protected on your travels
– that’s where we can help.

What is malaria?
Malaria is a tropical disease that’s spread through the bite of an
infected mosquito.
Symptoms of malaria can appear between seven days and four weeks after the initial bite.
In some cases, it can be up to a year before you notice any symptoms, which can be any
of the following:
• Fever
• Chills
• Muscular aches
• Headaches
• Diarrhoea
• Nausea and vomiting
• Generally feeling unwell

Who is at risk of malaria?
Anyone travelling to an area affected by malaria may be at risk. This includes people who
now live in the UK, but travel back to their home country, particularly Africa, South America
and South East Asia. Complications are likely to be more severe in pregnant women,
children, older people and those with a weakened immune system.

Up-to-date protection
Even if you’re revisiting an area, you should be aware that the
recommended malaria protection may have changed since your
last visit.
Some people who have lived or worked in a malaria-infected area before, may believe
they’ve developed a natural immunity and don’t need to take special precautions. While it’s
possible to develop partial immunity after many years of repeated infections, this shouldn’t
be relied upon as an effective means of malaria protection.

5
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How can Boots help?
Our specially-trained Pharmacists are trained to provide malaria prevention medication
and advice.
Your Pharmacist will take you through a few simple questions about your trip and give
you advice on:
• The malaria risks during your trip abroad, based on the places
you plan to visit and the date and duration of your trip
• The malaria prevention medication that’s recommended for you and your trip. In some
cases, there may be more than one suitable option, in which case you’ll be provided with
information to help you select which one is right for you
• Travel health advice and travel vaccinations you might need
If the medication is suitable for you, you’ll be able to purchase the amount you need to
ensure you’re fully protected against malaria for your trip. Your Pharmacist will explain when
and how to take the medication and any side-effects you may experience. Remember, it’s
important to finish the course as advised, to ensure maximum protection.

What should I do if I’m bitten?
• Don’t scratch, as this can cause the bite to become infected
• Relieve the discomfort of bites by applying a cold compress or a bite relief cream

What if I begin to feel unwell?
If you have any symptoms of malaria (usually a fever), either while you’re away or once
you return home, you should get immediate medical help.
This is important, even if you took the right malaria prevention medication and have been
back in the UK for a while. Make sure you inform your Doctor where you’ve been and
which medication you’ve taken to receive the best advice.
Malaria symptoms can appear any time, from within a week to over a year (or sometimes
longer) after being bitten.

Your Boots
Pharmacy team
can advise on the
malaria risk for
your destination
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Insect bites and sting prevention
Wherever you travel in the world, there are bugs that bite
and sting. Most are just a nuisance, but in some tropical
areas, insect bites can carry a risk of malaria, yellow fever
or other diseases. On a positive note, we can help you
keep them at bay with some top tips and a wide range
of insect repellents.
Top tips to help prevent
insect bites
• Cover up with long sleeves, long trousers
and shoes if you’re outside at sunrise or
sunset, when insects are particularly active
• Apply insect repellent to exposed areas of
skin. When using with sunscreen, apply
the sunscreen first and allow to dry before
applying repellent

• Camp away from water, such as ponds
and swamps, where mosquitoes and
horseflies are commonly found
• Close insect-proof screen doors
and windows properly
• Sleep under a mosquito net coated with
Permethrin to help you stop being bitten
• Use a plug-in which releases a low odour
insecticide for extra protection while indoors

• Avoid strong-smelling soaps, shampoos,
deodorants and perfumes because they
can attract insects

What to look out for?

What’s available?

For most people, most insect bites and stings
aren’t serious, but can form a red, swollen,
hard lump. However, some people can have
an immediate allergic reaction, which can
be dangerous. If you or your family have
any of these symptoms, seek medical help
immediately by calling the emergency services.

We’ve a range of creams and tablets to help
relieve the swelling and irritation.

Signs to look out for:
• swollen eyes, lips and mouth

Boots Pharmaceuticals
Bite and Sting Relief
Antihistamine Cream*
(contains Mepyramine Maleate)

• breathing difficulties
• dizziness
• large red weals
• tightness of the chest
Treat insect bites by keeping the skin clean,
try not to scratch and use a cold compress
to help relieve itching.

Boots Allergy Relief 4mg Tablets*
(contains Chlorphenamine, for the
symptomatic relief of insect bites)

*Always read the label and product information before use
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What insect repellents are suitable for where I’m going?
For high risk malaria destinations

For other destinations

Maximum strength

High strength

These contain Diethyltoluamide (DEET)
for maximum protection and are
recommended for:

These are recommended for:

• High malaria risk destinations
• International holidays

• International holidays
• European destinations
• The UK
Boots Pharmaceuticals
REPEL Once Light
Fragrance*
(contains Saltidin) has
a light and subtle fragrance
and is non-greasy

Boots Pharmaceuticals
REPEL Tropical
Strength Range*
(contains 50% DEET)

Medium strength
These are recommended for:
• European destinations

Boots Pharmaceuticals
REPEL Once Tropical
Strength Range*
(combines DEET with
an advanced slowrelease technology for
long-lasting protection)

• The UK

Boots Pharmaceuticals
REPEL Natural*
(contains Citrepel)
is a natural alternative

Low strength
These are recommended for:

If you’re pregnant
or have children
and you’re unsure
what’s suitable to
use, your Boots
Pharmacy team will
be happy to help
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• European destinations
• The UK

Boots Pharmaceuticals
REPEL*
(contains IR3535)

*Use insect repellent safely. Always read the label and product information before use
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Tips to help you stay healthy
on your trip
Even though you may have had some vaccinations
and be taking malaria prevention medication, it is
important that you take some simple steps to help
you stay healthy on your trip.

Drinking and eating
There are several easy things to do when it comes to eating and drinking abroad, including:
• In countries with poor sanitation only drink water from sealed bottles and/or treat water
by filtering, boiling or adding sterilisation chemicals
• Avoid ice in drinks – it could be made from contaminated water
• In countries with poor sanitation use bottled water, not tap water, to brush teeth
and wash food
• Wash hands thoroughly after visiting the toilet or eating food. Consider using sterilising
hand wipes
• Eat fresh, hot, thoroughly cooked food. Avoid any food that has been left standing
for some time or may have been exposed to flies

Animal bites
How can I protect against animal bites or scratches?
• Talk to our specially-trained travel health Pharmacists who can help you understand
the risk of rabies and other travel health diseases, and if any vaccinations are advised
for the countries you’re planning to visit
• While abroad, be aware if animals are close by. Do not touch, stroke or feed animals,
even pets
• Avoid wild animals that are ill or appear unusually tame
• Cycling and running attracts animals especially stray dogs
• Dispose of litter carefully to avoid attracting scavenging animals

What should I do if I’m bitten or scratched by animals while away?
• Ideally, wash the wound with running tap water and use alcohol or antiseptic to clean
the wound, then apply ethanol or iodine solutions
• Do not scrub, cover or apply pressure to the wound
• Seek medical advice from a Doctor or clinic as soon as possible, even if you’ve
been vaccinated
• Be sure to tell the Doctor if there’s a possibility the animal’s saliva could have made
its way into your blood
9
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Tips for staying well while abroad
Travellers’ diarrhoea
If you’re visiting Latin America, the Middle East,
Africa, and Asia, it’s a good idea to take some
steps to help prevent diarrhoea. On the plus
side, it’s rarely dangerous and almost always
goes away on its own.
However, if symptoms last for more than
48 hours, you have a temperature of over
38ºC, or bloody stools, it's very important to
seek medical advice. Children, older people
and those with diabetes, bowel or kidney
disease can have complications, so seek
prompt medical advice.*

What can I do to help
prevent diarrhoea?
Being careful what you eat and drink is one
of the most important things you can do to
help avoid diarrhoea. The NHS recommends
avoiding tap water in countries with poor
sanitation, ice in drinks, food sold by street
vendors, raw or undercooked meats and
seafood, and unpeeled fruits and vegetables.
Drink bottled water or disinfect water with
iodine or chlorine tablets.

What’s available?
If you do get diarrhoea when you’re away,
it’s usually best to let it run its course. You may
become dehydrated, so drink plenty of fluids,
replace the natural salts in your body with
rehydration sachets and keep your hands clean
to prevent reinfection. If you really need to
stop diarrhoea, for instance if you’re going on
a journey, you could consider using a medicine
containing Loperamide.

Boots Pharmaceuticals
Micropur Water
Purification Tablets
Extra Strength*

Boots Pharmaceuticals
Rehydration Sachets*

Boots Pharmaceuticals
Diarrhoea Relief Capsules*
(contains Loperamide)

Boots Pharmacists
are on hand to
give you advice
on your travel
requirements
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*Always read the label and product information before use
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Protecting yourself in the sun
Everybody loves the sunshine, but with changes in
climate, the effects of the sun are becoming stronger.
With this in mind, there’s a growing need to protect
your skin and your eyes from its harmful rays, but on
the upside, we’ve lots of ways to help keep you safe
in the sun.

Why can the sun damage my skin?
Sunlight contains ultra violet rays – UVA and UVB. UVB rays cause the majority of
redness and burning of sunburn while UVA rays are also a major cause of skin ageing.
Both increase your risk of skin cancer.
Skin surface

UVB

Protect against sunburn

Lower
skin layers

UVB rays can cause sunburn. The higher
your sun cream’s SPF factor, the
more sunburn protection
it provides.

UVA
Protect against long-term damage
UVA rays can cause deep-down damage as well as
sunburn. The higher your sun cream’s UVA star rating,
the more protection it provides.

What affects the strength of the UV rays?
• Height of the sun – the sun’s rays are strongest between 11am and 3pm
• Time of year/season – the highest risk months in the UK are May to September, whereas
in Australia, the sun is stronger from November to March
• How close you are to the equator – if you’re near the equator, there are strong UV rays
all year round
• Altitude – UV rays are stronger the higher you go, because at higher altitudes there’s less
atmosphere to filter the sun’s rays. This is especially important for skiers and mountaineers
to consider
• Cloud cover or shade – you can still burn on a day when it’s cloudy
11
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Your guide to sun protection
Our Pharmacists are on hand to provide you with lots
of good advice to help you stay protected in the sun.

Star Ratings

What’s available?

UVA rays burn and penetrate deep into your
skin, damaging cells, which can lead to skin
ageing and skin cancer. The star ratings
on sun protection measure the amount of
UVA protection in a product. Choose sun
protection between 3 and 5 stars to keep
your skin healthy.

Suncream
Our Boots Soltan range offers 5-star sun
protection in a variety of SPFs, some of
which even contain insect repellent.*

gives 90% UVA protection
gives 80% UVA protection
gives 60% UVA protection

Soltan Moisturising Suncare
Lotion With Insect Repellent
SPF30*†

Are there any tips for
applying sun protection?
Follow the instructions on the pack. For most
products, apply generously 15-20 minutes
before going out in the sun and reapply
every 1-2 hours. Don’t skimp on coverage
as it reduces the SPF factor. Reapply after
swimming or bathing, even if it’s waterproof.

What can I do to help?
• The sun is at its strongest between
11am and 3pm, so take cover
• Drink plenty of water and wear a sun hat
and sunglasses

Soltan Sensitive Hypoallergenic
Suncare Lotion
Aftersun
Aftersun cools and moisturises your skin
to reduce dryness and help prevent peeling.
We’ve a wide range of aftersun products to
keep your skin in tip-top condition.

• Shoulders burn easily, so keep them
covered and seek shade

If you do get burnt
• Cool the skin in a shower or bath

Soltan Aftersun Hydrating
Spray With Insect Repellent*†

• Drink plenty of fluids
• Apply a moisturiser or aftersun cream
• Painkillers can reduce the pain
and inflammation of sunburn
• Severe cases may need treating
at the local emergency hospital

12

Soltan Aftersun
Hydrating Lotion

*Use insect repellents safely. Always read the label and product information before use
†Suncreams with insect repellent are for non-risk malaria areas as they do not contain DEET
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Sun Protection Factor (SPF)
The Sun Protection Factor is a measure of protection against sunburn. The SPF you need depends
on your skin type. It’s important to go for higher factors like SPF25+ if you’re going to a hot climate.
And it’s a good idea to use a stick applicator with a higher SPF for particularly exposed areas of the
body, such as the shoulders, nose, lips and ear lobes.

Moderate climate

Hot climate

Very hot climate

eg. UK/Holland/
Eire

eg. Mediterranean/
Turkey

eg. Australia/
Florida

Children and
sensitive

30-50

50+

50+

Fair/light

30-50

40/50+

50+

Normal/tanned

15

30

50+

Dark

15

30

30-50

Skin type

Moderate
climate
Hot climate

Very hot
climate

Hot climate
Moderate
climate
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Protecting children in the sun
Young children love playing out in the sun, but their skin is
especially vulnerable to its damaging rays. So whether you’re
taking them away somewhere hot, or holidaying here in the
UK, we can help you keep them protected with our helpful
advice and high factor suncreams specifically developed for
their sensitive skin.

So, what’s the best way to keep little ones safe in the sun?
• For maximum protection, choose
a suncream with a minimum of SPF30
with a 5-star UVA rating

• Pop a sunhat and sun suit on them and try
to keep them in the shade as much as possible,
especially between 11am- 3pm

• Apply sun protection 15-20 minutes before
they go out in the sun so it sinks into their
skin, and then reapply every 1-2 hours after,
or follow directions on the pack/label

• Keep babies under 6 months out of the
sunlight at all times
• Reapply sun protection when they come
out of the water, even if your sun protection
is water-resistant

What’s available?

Soltan 8-Hour Play
Long-lasting protection
all day long. Ideal for
school or on holiday.

Soltan Sensitive Range
Developed to reduce the
risk of skin reactions and
Dermatologist approved.

Why do children need sunglasses?
Children’s eye tissue is delicate and absorbs more damaging radiation from the sun, so they
need good eye protection. That’s why you can rely on our sunglasses to give 100% UVA and
UVB protection. Up to 80% of your lifetime exposure to UV damage to the eye happens before
the age of 18.

What’s available?
Our range of Soltan sunglasses use brown-tinted lenses proven to block more of the sun’s harmful
radiation, and they’re designed to cover more of your child’s eye for better sun protection. All of our
kids’ prescription sunglasses come with Boots Protect Ultratough lenses. This not only offers the
best level of UV protection but also ensures that your child is wearing the safest lenses too, at no
extra cost.
Soltan Girls’
Sunglasses

Soltan Boys’
Sunglasses

14
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Protecting your eyes from the sun
Can the sun damage
my eyes?
We’re all aware of the damaging and ageing
effects of the sun’s UVA and UVB rays on our
skin, but it’s just as important to protect your
eyes and the delicate skin around them from
these invisible rays too. In fact, your eyes are
up to ten times more sensitive to damage
from UV than your skin.
UVA rays tan your skin and speed up the
ageing process, while lengthy exposure
can also harm our eyes, causing age-related
illnesses such as cataracts. A useful way to
remember this is A=Ageing.
UVB rays cause sunburn and can also quickly
damage the eyes. Excessive exposure may even
cause eye cancer. A useful way to remember
this is B=Burning.
UVC rays are short and dangerous wavelengths,
but they don’t penetrate the earth’s atmosphere.

How can Boots help?
At Boots, we can provide help and advice to see
clearly and stay protected in the sun. All of our
glasses and sunglasses now come with an even
higher level of UV protection to protect your eyes
from harmful UV rays on both sides of the lens,
at no extra cost.
The lenses in Boots sunglasses have UV
absorbers built in during the manufacturing
process. This means, whether the lens is light,
dark or graduated, the UV absorber gives you
the same level of protection.
Polarising sun lenses reduce uncomfortable glare
and enhance colours, as well as offering UV
protection. This makes them perfect for outdoor
activities, and they can even be fitted into skiing
goggles at Boots Opticians.
Transitions lenses® are great for both inside
and outdoors. They adapt to changing light
conditions and give you 100% UV protection.

What about contact lenses?
Contact lenses can make a big difference to your holiday as they give you more freedom, are
really easy to use and mean you don’t have to worry about bringing your prescription sunglasses.
We have a fantastic range of contact lenses, including ranges with UV protection, to help prevent
sun damage to your eyes. For best protection, wear them with your sunglasses.

Join our Contact Lens Reward Scheme
and your contact lenses will be delivered
conveniently to your home.

You’ll also get
• 10% off all Boots brand products in store
• Half price glasses
• Free eye checks

15
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Deep Vein
Thrombosis (DVT)

Reduce your risk
of DVT by not
smoking, eating
well, exercising
regularly and
keeping to a
healthy weight

Travelling to faraway places
is exciting, but often it’s
a long-haul flight to get there.
And because sitting still for
over eight hours carries a risk
of blood clots, it helps for you
to understand about DVT and
what you can do to reduce
your risks before you travel.

What is DVT?
Whether you’re travelling by air, bus, train or car, sitting still in cramped conditions can
cause sluggish blood flow, which can lead to DVT. This a condition where a blood clot
develops inside a larger vein, usually a deep leg vein.

So, what are the symptoms?

What can I do to help?

DVT can be difficult to spot because it sometimes
doesn’t have any immediate symptoms.

Thinking ahead, there are lots of positive
steps you can take to lower the risk of DVT:

After travelling, if you develop any of the
following symptoms, usually around the legs,
contact your Doctor:

• If you’re travelling long distances, wear
loose, comfortable clothing and drink
plenty of water

• Redness and increased temperature

• Get up and walk around as much
as possible

• Swelling
• Tenderness or pain

What’s available?

• If you have to stay in your seat, keep
your legs active by flexing your feet
and rotating your ankles

Studies show that wearing flight socks during
flights of four hours or more can help reduce
your risk of DVT as well as swollen legs (oedema).
They apply gentle pressure to the ankle to help
blood flow and come in a variety of sizes.

Boots Pharmaceuticals
Flight Socks
Compression Level
14-17mmHg
Available in various sizes.

16
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Tips for staying well while away
You want to be on top form while you’re away, so you can
relax and enjoy your holiday. So from making sure you’re
prepared before you go, to being careful what you eat and
drink while you’re there, we’ve lots of top tips and handy
things to pack to help you stay happy and healthy.

Indigestion
and heartburn
Spicy and rich foods can trigger indigestion
and heartburn, so it’s a good idea to be
prepared, just in case.

Boots Pharmaceuticals
Heartburn Relief
Tablets*
(contains Ranitidine)

Pack a First Aid kit
It always helps to be prepared, and this
could come in handy and save you a trip
to the local Pharmacy.

Boots Pharmaceuticals
St John Ambulance
Travel First Aid Kit

Travel sickness
Some of us don’t travel well, so remember
your travel sickness products to help make
your journey a more enjoyable one. Consider
travel bands, homeopathic remedies or travel
sickness tablets. Children’s travel bands are
also available.

Boots Pharmaceuticals
Adult Travel Bands
Suitable for adults and
adolescents over 16
years (also available
for children)

Nelsons Travella
Homeopathic
Remedy*
(For the relief
of travel sickness)

*Always read the label and product information before use
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Condoms
Remembering to pop a pack of condoms in your
suitcase gives you the peace of mind for safe sex
when you’re away. Go for latex-free condoms,
which stay safe even if they come into contact
with sun tan oils or creams. Oils and creams can
break down standard latex condoms, so they may
become less reliable than a non-latex alternative.

Mates SKYN Original
10 Non-Latex
Condoms

Pill Box
When you’re away, it’s important to continue taking
your medication on time. That’s why a pill box can
be useful for travelling. It’ll keep all your tablets and
capsules in one place and you can keep track of
what to take and when. Remember to pack your
medicines in their labelled containers, then load up
your pill box when you arrive.

18

Safe and Sound Extra
Push Button 7 Day
Detachable Pill Box

*Always read the label and product information before use
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Travel Insurance
Relax and enjoy your holiday with Boots Travel Insurance.
Whether you need expensive medical care, or you lose your
luggage, help is simply a phone call away with a multilingual
team on hand 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
For a quick quote or to find out more information, call us today 0845 125 3830* or visit us
online at bootstravelinsurance.com

Holiday health checklist

CUT HERE

We know it’s easy to forget something when you’re going
away, so tick these off if appropriate and pop them in your
suitcase for peace of mind and a relaxing, healthy holiday.
Tick

Aftersun

Tick

Malaria prevention medication

Tick

Anti-viral sanitiser

Tick

Mosquito net

Tick

Bite/sting relief

Tick

Pain relief

Tick

Condoms

Tick

Rehydration sachets

Tick

Contact lenses

Tick

Sun protection

Tick

Diarrhoea relief

Tick

Sunglasses

Tick

First Aid kit

Tick

Travel Insurance

Tick

Flight socks

Tick

Travel sickness aids

Tick

Indigestion and heartburn relief

Tick

Record of vaccinations
and certificates

Tick

Insect repellents

Tick

Water purification tablets

Tick

Kids’ pain relief

*Calls may be recorded for quality and training purposes. Terms and conditions apply
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BootsWebMD.com
Let’s get health information
we can trust
Go online to BootsWebMD.com to access
lots of useful information about a wide range
of healthcare and wellness topics, plus you
can sign up to free e-newsletters.
With content reviewed by Doctors and Healthcare
professionals, you can be certain of getting
trustworthy health news, features and tools.
For the latest information on Travel Health
go to BootsWebMD.com and search
‘Travel Health’.

You and Boots.
Let’s feel good together.
Our fully trained team are on hand in store to give you
advice and help. Or you can contact our Customer
Care Helpline on 03450 708090 (local rate, calls may
be recorded for training purposes) between the hours
of 8.30am and 7pm Monday to Friday and 8.45am and
5pm Saturday and Sunday.
Products may be available in selected larger stores
only and may be subject to stock availability.
All details are correct at time of going to print
March 2015
Boots UK Limited
Nottingham, England
NG2 3AA
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